denote the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators on c, the set of convergent sequences. By a conservative operator we mean a member of B [c]. If TEB[c] and if there exists an infinite matrix A = (a n k) such that Tx = Ax for each #£c, then T is called a conservative matrix. (By Tx -Ax we mean (Tx) n = (Ax) n = ^k a n uXk for each w£/ + , the set of positive integers.) Let Y denote the subalgebra of B [c] of all conservative matrices. If r£T, its summability field, denoted by c T , is taken to be the set {x(Es:Tx (Ec}, where s denotes the set of all sequences. This raises the following question: How can one define the summability field c T for an arbitrary T in 5[c]? In other words, which sequences should one distinguish as being the set that a conservative operator sums?
Let B [c] denote the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators on c, the set of convergent sequences. By a conservative operator we mean a member of B [c] . If TEB [c] and if there exists an infinite matrix A = (a n k) such that Tx = Ax for each #£c, then T is called a conservative matrix. (By Tx -Ax we mean (Tx) n = (Ax) n = ^k a n uXk for each w£/ + , the set of positive integers.) Let Y denote the subalgebra of B [c] of all conservative matrices. If r£T, its summability field, denoted by c T , is taken to be the set {x(Es:Tx (Ec}, where s denotes the set of all sequences. This raises the following question: How can one define the summability field c T for an arbitrary T in 5[c]? In other words, which sequences should one distinguish as being the set that a conservative operator sums?
One viewpoint is to consider how T acts on c 0 , the maximal subspace of c consisting of those sequences which converge to 0. The restriction of T to Co is always representable by a matrix. In other words, if T f denotes the restriction of T to Co, then there is an infinite matrix B so that T'x = Bx for each #£c 0 . Surely, the summability field of T' is the set CB = {x£s: BxEc}. We now note that if T is a conservative matrix, say A, then A also represents the restriction of T to Co, i.e. A =B. Thus, it seems reasonable to require that CT'Q.CB for any conservative operator T, where B is the matrix representing the restriction of T to Co-Since the unit sequence e = (l,l,l,---) need not belong to CB, even though Te always belongs to c, we cannot, in general, take CT = CB-However, since e is the only basis element of c that B might not sum, we propose that CT be defined as . We note here that the kernel of p is precisely the set of those conservative operators T for which CT, as defined above, is a conull FK space. [4] . See also [l] .) It was pointed out in [4] that T is precisely the set of those conservative operators T for which x*{T) = 0 fo r every i£7 + . The set of those conservative operators for which lim» x% (D exists is denoted by 0. The structure of the subalgebras T and Q, was studied in [l] . As was observed there, we may write each TÇzB[c] as follows:
Further definitions and terminology. For each
where v= {xi(T)} and B is the matrix representing the restriction of T to c 0 . This relationship between T, v and B will be denoted by r~(t>, B). We remark here that if TGO, then £GI\ while if T$0, then vÇzm\c (where m denotes the set of bounded sequences), B:co->c, and et^cs* where j3= {/J*} Gs, 23|<M < °°> an d ^o and S are scalars, and a is the functional defined above. Moreover, since the kernel of a is precisely CB we see that S = CT-Finally, since CBDCQ we see that CT is coregular whenever T(£Cl. We summarize these remarks in the following theorem. THEOREM 
For any conservative operator T, CT is an FK space and the most general continuous linear functional on CT is given by equation (1). Moreover, if T^Q, then c T is coregular.

Some properties of c T . A well-known result for matrix summability fields is that they cannot be properly contained between
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The following theorem sheds some light on the structure of c T when it is a subset of m. Let fCzCf with f(e k )=0 for each &£ƒ+. Then the representation (1) yields 
If we now also assume that f(e)=0, then, by letting x = ein (2) and using the fact that a(e) = 1, we see that
and since we may add a convergent sequence to {v n } without changing c T , we see that we may assume x(^)=0. 
we see that every functional which vanishes on c has the form f(x) =do'A(x), and so the proof is complete. Another well-known result in summability is that a conservative matrix A is compact (i.e., 2* | a n u\ converges uniformly with respect 
